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SUMMARY

This report defines the Apollo reentry guidance and navigation
(@ & N) equations and describes generally the G & N scheme. Program
logic, flow charts, and derivations of important guidance equations ead
range-prediction techniquea are included in the figures and appendices.
The guidance logic presented applies generally to all Apollo misaions;
however, minor changes may be necessary to satisfy requirements for a
particular mission. The guidance system waa designed with performance
and flexibility as the primary criteria, and it is anticipated that
minor changes will not be difficult to implement.

INTRODUCTION

This report has been prevared to serve as a reference document
for programming the Apollo entry guidance equations to be used ir. the
real time computing syetem in tlie Mission Control Center and sther
Apollo entry similations. Its purpose 1a to provide a definition of
Program requirementa for IBM.

Tt wae prepared by the Misuion Analyain Branch fron information
contained in references 1 and 2 and from information gained through
contacts with Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) personnel.The personel contacts provided interpretation of and revisions to theinformation in these tvo references which was not available elsewhere,
Tous this document wae prepared in omer to provide a description of
the current version of the entry guidance @quationa which 49 not
contained in any other report.

_ The Apollo reentry 6 & N aystem as described in references 1 and 2
ie an automatic, self-contained inertial system utilizing an onboardGigiteal computer. The objectives are to maintain the Apollo vehiclewithin a safe flight corridor and to provide guidance to a preselectedtarget location, These mission objectives must be achieved even with
imperfect equipment performance and Non-standard environmental condi
tions. The eyatem must operate successfully under these conditions
with on inertial measurement unit ae ite only source of information.
These chjectives impose requirements on the transearth phase in twoways. The vacuum-perigee altitude deviation must be small enough toinsure spacecraft reentry within the acceptable reentry corridor, andthe uncertainties in the knowledge of the Position and velocity vectorsat the start of reentry must be emall enough so that their contributionto the final position error at the target 10 within an acceptable range.Operation within an acceptable flight corridor meana that the decelerationduring reentry must not exceed scme prescribed limit, such as 10 ge,and/or the vehicle should not be alloved to skip back out of the atacesphere at greater than orbital velocity. ‘The guidance does, hovever,  
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allow a limited akip, which 1g necessary for range control, but this
skip must be performed at sub-circular velocity to prevent excessive
flight time.

Since the reentry guidance is capable of completely autanatic
Operation, the flight crew responaibility 18 to monitor the operation
and be prepared at all times to overrideit in case of malfunction.
If @ malfunction does occur, the crew becames a primary control link
and follows sane simple acheme that ensures a safe-return trajectory. '

. Tt is important to realize the major differences between the reentry
phase ani the other phases of the lunar mission in so far as the guidance
problem ia concerned. It is the only phase in which there 14a no subse-
quent phase which can be used to compensate for errors and uncertainties
which result from previous mistakes, It ia a phase in which important
maneuvers and caiputationa cannot be monitored and checked on the
Ground because of caamunication blackout and the rapid response required
to control the reentry flight, It ia the only phase in which aerodynamic
forces, whieh historically have been much less predicable than rocket
forces, are used to control the vehicle. The reentry ¢ & N ayetem must -
perform its function in such a way that these differences do not penalize
the overall mission objectives,

The program described in this document is a general O 4 N systen
to be used for all Apolic missions, and does not apply to @ specific
mission. References 1 and 2 and personal contact with MIT personnel were
used ag informational sources. Mission-oriented gains, sonstants, and
revisions to eatiafy some particular mission requirements will be
acoumented separately. The flow logic, equations, and descriptions
presented herein are restricted in the sense that they are interpretations
of the MIT reentry guidance equations by the Reentry Studies Section,
Miseion Analysia Branch, and, therefore, are subject to change on receipt
of additional information.

 
DISCUSSION

The reentry guidence program basically consista of five main control
phases, each of which utilize a scmewhat different approach to ergy
Management. The five phases are (1) atmospheric entry to guiden..
indtialisation (initial roll), (2) constant drag, (3) upeontrol, (4)
Kepler, and (5) the sudorbital phase (Predict 3). Bach of the five ‘
main phases and the pertinent subphases are discussed under their
respective subtitles and are presented in the form cf flow charts which
describe the logic and equations that control the reentry trajectory.
Figure 1 presente the overall sequence of guidance operations during
the reentry flight. Each operation or phase shown in figure 1 1s presented
in flow diagreme and discussed in the sequence in which the actwal control ,

   



 

logic flows. The texm "drag" will be used throughout this document to
mean the total acceleration rather than the acceleration along the velocity
vector, which is ita explicit and recognized meaning. The aymbola for
computer varlablea which are stored in the erasable memory are presented
in table I, and the guidance program gaing are presented in table II.

Navigation

Every pasa through the reentry guidance equations (every 2 seconds)
is begun with a section called "navigation." he function of this section
is to transform the output from the pulse integrating pendulum accelero-
meters (PIPAS) into position and velocity vectore which can be used by
the guidance program to generate a control camand. This section utilizes
an average g conputation to provide the velocity change due to gravity,
and a trapazoidal integration technique to calculate the current position
vector. The PIPAS are read every 0.5 second and summed over a 2-second
guidance integration step to produce the 4V input to the navigation
equation. The flow logic and equations for thia function are presented
in figure 2.

Initialization

The initialization routine is entered only once, and this occurs
after the G & N entry mode is activated. ‘The 0 & N entry mode is the
primary mode of control for entry into the earth's atmosphere. This mode
provides an automatic attitude hold and maneuver capability prior to
and throughout the serodynamic entry. ‘he preentry attitude control
phase can receive attitude error information fron the O & N system in
all three channels. At .05 g, when the entry attitude control phase ie
activitated by the .05 g switch, the pitch and yaw channels perform
rate stabilization only, and the cammands are received by the roll channel.

The function of the initialization phase is to compute and preaet
certain control variables important to program initialization, These
functions are as follows: (1) Set the mode selector awitch to INTTROLL
(initial roll phase) or KEP2, depending on the reentry velocity magnitude.
The initial roll phase, which is utilized Cor super-circular velocities,
ie described in detail later, The KEP2 phase, as distinguished from the
Kepler phase, ie normally called from the Kepler phase where the only
other function of the Kepler phase ie to update the mode selector. In
the ones where KEP2 18 entered initially, the uplate is not necessary}
(2) Precompute the vector quantities UTR and UTE, and make an initial
estimate of the range-to-go (THRTA) based on a previous estimate of the
anitial target vector (RTINIT). ‘These variablea are needed for the first
pags through the targeting phase) (3) Preset the variable K2ROLL, which
ia used by the lateral logic to determine the direction of the initial
roll command. To do this requires an initial calculation of the lateral  



 

 

target angle (LATANG), a measure of the lateral range error, and ie based
on the previous estimate of the initial target vector (RTINIT). K2ROLL
is then set equal to minus LATANG, and an initial roll conmand of 15° <
toward the target remulte; (4) Determine if the initial roll angle, .
which depends upon initial velocity and flight-path angle at reentry,
should result in lift vector up or down; 55 Call the routine which
calculates the desired attitude of the vehicle independent of the main
steering commands. Thia routine is called the preentry attitude control
phase. This routine calculates the camanded ginbal angles by computing
the desired orientation of the navigation base with respect to the relative
velocity vector. The flow logic and equations for this phase are presented
in figure 3.

Targeting

Targeting, ac the name implies, 19 the process of determining the
target coordinates on a rotating earth, and the location and motion of
the vehicle with respect to these coordinates. This information is
mandatory to the operation of the closed-loop guidance aystem and is
calculated every pass through the guidance logic. At a preselected
value of velocity (VMIN) the targeting will switch to relative coordi-
nates. The parameters which are calculated in this phase are (1) the
predicted target vector (URT), which accounts for a predicted earth
rotation based on an estimated flight time, (2) the range-to-go (THRTA),
ie is simply the arc cosine of the dot product of the position vector
(R) of the vehicle and the predictud target vector (RT), and (3) the
lateral angle (LATANG), which represents the angle between the target
vector and a radius vector formed by the atvenaORS the osculating
plane and a plane which contains the target vector (AT) and is Perpendi-
cular to the cadulating plane. Thies angle is used in the lateral logic
to control the direction of the roll command. ‘The flow logic and
equations are presented in figure 4.

Initial Roll Fhase

Atmospheric entry ia assumed to occur at .%) g, at which tine the .
entry attitwle control mode is activated, This 4a « mode which will
accept commande only in the roll channel and utilises the pitch and yav
ohannela for damping undesirable rates. The function of the initial .
roll phase ie eimply to test a roll-up switch in order to initiate a
roll to a lift-vector-up attitude at @ preselected value of load factor,
and to initiate closed-loop guidance control when the altitude rate is
equal to a preset value (VRCNTR). This flow logic is presented in
figure 5.
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Huntest

Maintenance of the vehicle within the safe flight corridor is the
prime constraint of the energy management system during super-orbital
flight; however, range control is considered mandatory because the major
part of the vehicle's ranging capabilities exist during thie velocity
regime. In this regime, range control is the primary control require-
ment, within acceptable limita. The acceptable limits are determined by
the maximum load factor and the exit velocity when skip trajectories are
required. During super-orbital flight the energy management system
satisfies the range requirements by the proper selection of the exit
velocity (VL) and the corresponding exit flight-path angle (GAMMAL).
To calculate the exit velocity, the assumption 18 made that drag varies
paribolically with velocity. A solution requires only two independent
variables if the exit drag (Q7) 1s constant. The two independent
variablea are the initinl up-control velocity (V1) and the initial up-
control drag (AO). The derivations of the necessary equations are
presented in appendix A. The Huntest phase, in which the exit velocity
and flight-path angle are calculated, ia initiated at the same time that
closed-loop guidance is initiated, i.e., when the altitude rate haa
been reduced to a preselected value (VCONTR). If the vehicle has a
negative flight~path angle when Huntest le initiated, the initial
values of up-control velocity (V1) and drag (AO) are selected such that
they occur at the point where the flight-path angle will became zero
(pull-out). If the flight-path angle is positive when Huntest ie
initiated, Vi and AO would be assigned the actual values of the velocity
and drag of the vehicle. The exit velocity (VL) is then computed with
equations which neglect the effect of gravity and centrifugal force.
If the exit velocity 2 year} are violated, such that VL 10 larger
than circular velocity (VOAT), the constant drag phase {es used to provide
@ control campand based on the selected value of AO, until a new VL can
be calculated. This is done by perturbing the initial value of up-control
velocity (V1) and up-control drag (AO) and then compiting a new VL. This
procedure ia repeated until an acceptable value of VL haa been determined.
A corresponding value of the exit flight=path angle (GAMMAL) ie then
computed by an equation which ine ludes the effect of the acceleration due
to gravity and centrifugal force to determine if the predicted exit
conditions can physically be obtained (see appendix B for derivation of

@Wequations). If not, the apogee 19 aseumed to occur within the sensible ,
atmosphere, and new values of VL and Q7 which are calculated represent
the velocity and drug at apogee. If VL ia below a preselected miniaun
VIMIN), the guidance will phase directly into the second entry phase
Predict 3). When ali velocity and flightepath angle requirements have

been satisfied, the guidance proceeda to the range-prediction phase to
aatiefy the range juirements. The flow logic and equations are
presented in figure 6.

  



Range Prediction

Because of the different energy management schemes used, the
predicted range 1a calculated for wach phase aud summed for the total
predicted range-to-go. Tha basic concept used for calculating predicted .
range for the pre-up phase and the up-phase is simply the velocity t imes
the delta time. The derivations are Presented in appendix D. ‘The Kepler
range prediction is made by combining two equationa which give the range '
to apogee from any point in orbit and multiplying by two for the totul
vange. This derivation ia presented in appendix D, also. Since the sub-
orbital phase guides to a stored reference trajectory which has a fixed
range, the predicted range is based upon linear perturbations about the
stored reference trajectory. A correction must be made tc the sub-orbital
phase range prediction to account for a possible difference in initiel
flight-path angle between the reference trajectory and the actual trajec=
tory. This correction is calculated by multiplying the delta flight-pathangle by a sensitivity coefficient of range with respect to flight-pathangle. The total predicted range {a compared with the actual range-to-go,and, if the predicted range is less than the actual by a value larger than
the accepted tolerance (25 n. mi.), the range prediction phase will perturbthe value of V1 and retum to the Hunteat prise to calculate a new VL andrepeat the above sequence of calculations. If the predicted range isgreater than the actual by a value larger than the tolerance, the guidancewill command « constant drag trajectory, based on AO, until the predictedrange becomes less than the actual, or the range requirement i¢ satisfied.
The guidance will then proceed to the up-control phase and guide to thevalue of exit velocity {t haw chosen. The flow logic and equations arepresented in figure 7. 

Conatant Drag

The function of the constant @rag phase is to provide guidance for
the vehicle between the initialization or the closed-loop guidance and
the start of range coitrol guidance. when the guidance control logic isphasing in and out of the Hintest or range prediction phase to satisfyrange and exit velocity requirements, the constant drag phase will guide
to @ drag value which is set in Huntest. Thie value of drag is the ‘initial upecontrol drag (AO), which is redesignated DO for thie phase, :and restricted to remain less than @ load factor of 10 and greater than& minimum designated by the input constant C19. The control procedure »ia to command an L/D which ie based upon the difference between a
reference drag and the altitude rate required to maintain a constantload factor and the actual drag and altituie rate, This type of controlwill cause the actual trajectory to oscillate about the reference drag(DO). The rate of convergence te a function of the gains involved inthe sauation for L/D. The flow logic and equations are presented in
figure 6.
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Up Control

The function of the up-control phase is to provide guidance control
for that part of the reentry maneuver from the termination of Huntest to
the initialization of the sutorbital or Kepler phases. Range control
during this phase is a prime requisite of the overall energy management
system because the major part of the vehicle's ranging capability exiate
within the velocity regime encompassed by this phase. The dependent
variables are the reference velocity (VREF) and the reference flight-
path angle (GAMMALREF). The derivation of the guidance equations (which
are based upon this assumption) are presented in appendices A and B. The
L/D commanded is.computed from the difference between the venicle velocity
and flight-path angle and the reference velocity and flight-path angle.
The acceleration due to gravity and centrifugal force 18 considered at
velocities lese than circular orbital velocity. If the vehicle velocity
te greater than the initial up-control velocity (V1) when the up-control
phase is initiated, a pre-up control ccamand will be based upon « maximum
lift trajectory to pull-out, which was the basic sseumption when Vi and
AO were initially computed. The derivations of the equations to calculate
the reference values of altitude rate and drag are presented in appendix Cc.
Tf, at any time, the vehicle drag becomes greater than AO, lift-vector-up
will be camanded until the drag becomes less than AO again. ‘The flow
logic and equations are presented in figure 9.

Kepler

Te function of the Kepler phase is to provide a guidance logic for
that part of the trajectory which exceeds the senatble atmosphere in
order to satisfy ranging requirements. The guidance logic commands the
preentry attitude control phase underthese conditions, and the function
of the Kepler phase logio 1s to monitor the spacecraft resultant dreg
or load factor to detezmine when to restart lift vector control. The
attitude hold mode allows attitude error aignale to be received in all’
three channele--pitch, yaw, and roll--such that a given attitude can
be maintained throughout the region in which there are no aerodynamic
forces. The flow logic and equations are presented in figure 10.

. Predict 3

The Predict 3, or suborbital phase, controle the vehicle fras the
termination of the Kepler phase, or the first apogee point if the Kepler
phase ie not used, to drogue chute deployment. Unlike the other phases,
Predict 3 utilises linear perturbation about a stored reference trajectory
to calculate L/D commands. The reference trajectory is based on a constant
L/D and, therefore, a constant dank Gngle) thus, the suborbitel guidance
syatem logic does not guide the vehicle back to « reference trajectory,
but on a path which will converge to the same end point. The reference
trajectory is presented in table 3 in the form used by the guidance

 



 

equations. The Predict 3 flow diagram ia shown in figure 11.

The other important tasks which are performed by thia phase are
to stop guidance control below a preset Limiting velocity and to coumand
a litt-vectsr-daown if the vehicle passes the target prior to drogue
deployment. A g-limiter logic is entered after each pags through
Predict 3. The function of the g-limiter ia to monitor the current
load factur and to assume control to prevent exceasive loads if it '
exceeds one half of the maximum allowable load factor. ‘The flow Logic
and equations are presented in figure 12.

lateral Control

The vehicle ie controlled by rolling the lirt vector about the
velocity vector such that the vertical component controls the down-
range landing point by varying from lift-vector-up to lift-vector-down.
This process of rolling the vehicle results not only in down-range
eontxvol, but also crosasrange control, because of the coupling between
the vertical and side forces. It ie the function of the lateral control
phase to monitor the predicted lateral landing error (LATANG) and command
& roll direction change when this parameter exceeds a computed deadband
(Y), which 4a a function of the velocity squared and, therefore, becones
maaller as velocity decreases. Since this is the lagt phase in the
reentry guidance and navigation syatem flow logic, the roll cemmand 10
computed and control is transferred to the stabilization and control
ayatem to implement the command roll angle. The flow logic and equations
are presented in figure 13.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF UP CONTROL REFERENCE VELOCITY

The equations of motion for the reentry vehicle are:

8¢.Ha - 3 pve Mp -g siny (1)

#-(€ - }) cosy +3 pm Su (2)

He vsiny =k (3)

If siny = 0 and cosy = 1, the above equations may be written ag:

av
a7 7D (4)

Val.-1)a+L.= sing av + V cosy ay (5)

and, therefore,

= ( -1)e+4 (6)
if centrifugal and gravity accelerations are neglected, equation (6)
becomes

(W -1)G¢=0 (1)
and, by eliminating time between Equations (4) and (6),

ar L
ave" D (8)

which can be integrated starting at

Ve= Vil, and R = 0 for constant L/D

R= L/D (vl - v) . (9)
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Now we can solve for altitude as a function of velocity by ecabining

equationa (3), (4), and (9) to eliminate time

aH. u (vi-v) (10).
av D D

Now relate drag to velocity

Dea 3 pve 5c, (11)

Ww

and density to altitude by assuming exponential variation of density
with altitude

puee Fm) (22)

Substitute Equations (11) and (12) into Equation (10) to get

a L/p (yl -vH (13)au.
av i pee i m sv?

M
This equation integrates directly to

The right hand side can be aimplified by

 

D
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-an(P) +2 -ls-i4n (1 +A) +A (15)

where

vi=VA= 7

The log function can be expanded in ae series

In (1 +A) A+ & + eee

so that

eufM).B ope nee .ra(+f 1 A+ 3 ticere tA «

37)
¥
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Put this result back into Equation (14)

i 8¢,pf-t +2,)2i (bp
(/ByE ee a PB OB v

M L

Use Equation (11) to eliminate p & p
1

 

WR (orm9 (16)

To solve for V in terma of D regroup Equation (16) into a quadratic
inv

ve (SBE - x/n)+ 2 (1/p) viv - en -fp\ vie = 0eve 2

Rewrite this equation

x (L/D) (a- 1) + 2 (L/D) x - wooBe + i) =0

where X= a

and

2 epi
% pve (E/D)

Use the quadratic formula

T/na DF 12 =——

xo- soMeD t TE He aye * DL.# 7 a -1

Noting that the negative sign on the square root ig appropriate, this
can be simplified to

xe, fh -¥@-uek rl (17)

Finally summarize result by rewriting in the form used in the guidance

 

VREF = FACT (1 «/FACISDtATP) (28)

where

7 2Dl
AIP = p vie (Ly)

 



  
 

and if

AO «Dl

B = 1/HS
ALP = Ae 5

vaFACT = oy

FACT2 = ALP_(ALP - 1)
AO

and

(19)

(20)

(21)
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS WITH GRAVITY AND CENTRIFUGAL FORCE EFFECT

The calculation for GAMMAL which allows for the previously neglected -
gravity and centrifugal acceleration is as follows:

Start again with basic equations, this time including gravity and °
centrifugal acceleration.

geen fy oH ya Q)

$8 ye p, oP ye + (We « 1) (2)

ek (3)

where for Equation (2)

R= Vvsiny

ak av
at = V cos7a7+ siny=

a at

and, if siny = 0 and cosy= 1, 
ak Vay
at at

Divide (2) by (2)

ak Ke
@ 7tom E (4)

‘

<
j

os

Note that k2/kl = L/D

Equations (3) and (4) are a non=hinear aet and, thus, approximations are -in order... The approximation is to assume a straight line variation ofeBH with velocity.

Ph ea +a (v= ¥) (5)

   



 

The constant "a" is yet to de determined. This approximation yields
for Equation (4)

ah ok g. ea + ats - v» ( - F5)]
Wp ye vee, (6)

This 1s readily integrated starting at V5 to V

. di vRe A, +k ws wegfa sew) [b+ ig] 2a tg

+h+ays (VS - Vv) + av? -@ :
ver ve | (7)

Aa before, we can expend the log function thua

 

Vs vs “3 vs
Inv y V-yvs 2 (“eh

This substitution yields, after some algebra,

Ra lk +1L/D (VS -Vv)} + G¢ |- (vS - v)? - a (v8 - v)} (8)
° Dov

Note that

Ry + £ (v8 - Vv) = Law (V1 ~ ¥) = ROOT (9)

and

GAMMAL] = RDOTL
BL

Now return to determine the constant a. The drag is assumed to vary
parabolically with velocity, no gravity correction. Thia yields an
exit velocity (VL) for the exit drag (Q7). A straight line is then
drawn between the corresponding densities at VS and VL. The desired
slope is then

a = (pHOOK - 97) / (VS = V1) (10)
gw

where DHOOK is obtained by solving Equation (18A) for D.

When the solution of Equation (8) becomes negative or zero, this signifies
& peak altitude for the exit portion, and the exit acceleration (Q7) can
hot be reached because the acceleration due to gravity and centrifugal
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force is too great. This effect ie implemented as follows.

Tf R is negative on the particular computation cycle, the derivative of£ »Equation (8) with respect to velocity (4R/aV) 1s evaluated at VL by

BB we (30 gy

-

2 gv) (a2)av “3a gv ~

2

gv G+ LEWD .
DOVE *

where

&¥ = (VS - VL)

v2, the velocity at which R becomes zero, is calculated by using this
derivatives thus,

ve = VL + RL (12)
an7av

This V2 is set equal to the exit velocity (VL) and a new exit accelerationis calculated by the usual parabolic reletion

a7 =[/1 - v - atp] /pacte (13)

This Q7 is used for reference calculations on future computational
cycles. Finally the exit altitude rate & is set equal to zero.

  



 
 

APPENDIX ¢

DERIVATIONS OF EQUATIONS FOR PRE-UP PHASE

my OTS

VW

Velocity and drag conditions at the time of entry to the pre-up phase
are projected to V1 and AO (velocity and drag at the start of up-control)
at zero vertical velocity by assuming flight at maximum L/D. The same
reasoning as for the up-control phase is used, that is, RDOT - ariea
linearly with velocity} so from Equation (9A):

Vlevet romR/(1/D)

or

RDTR = + (Vv - Vi) (L/D)ax

where

RDTR = R

The increase in acceleration 1s calculated by

AO = DR + 8D

where

DR = Reference Drag

Assume constant velocity to calculate 8D where

1
D= 5 pv? cps

M

and, if

-H/HS
P= Pye i

then

 

(1)

(2)

(3)



Also, —

$H = Rave éT

Rave
= R/2

and

or = B/(L/D)pa,

Summarizing

AO = DR + sta
max

 

 

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
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APPENDIX D

DERIVATIONS OF RANGE PREDICTION EQUATIONS

Pre-Up Phase

The range for this phase is calculated by

. Range = Vét. Ry (2)
where

Ry = Earth Rediug

This time by assuming velocity constant Equation (6A) yields:

s&s R (2)
(t75)

and

Range = iv/(L/D),,,AO Rg (3)

Up-Control_ Phase

Again, assume that

 Range = VI6t . (4)
BE :

where

st = # (5)

Now relate drag to velocity and density to altitude by

iD=% ev*sop (6)M

and

-H/HS
P= Ay & W; (7)  
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By differentiating Equation (6)

2 1
aDe-= pv? Cs ah +e pV C8 AV

Pe eSM

and solving for dH

4D 2pv] ,. j
ai -[- 7 + amy| uS8 (8)

By substituting into Equation (5)

aD 2aVat = Bl s+ al (9)

and Equation (4) /

HS V,/_ aD, 2avRange = == uf = + aay]

By,Ra D Vv

Finally by integrating across the up-control phase

2 Hs AO Vz3ens a, In L .Range =F Gasca [Sete (10)

Kepler Phase Fran Reference 3

8 peee cosy

tan (3 RV? /k)cos?7 - 1 (11)

and

: cx(2) =R- (RV goa7 (12)

Re

i where

RL
k OaR

YatRe ve

e =V1 + 2 Vacosty + 7 cost — 
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w= Rog

therefore,

@ Fe sing cory
waa($) copey = I

and

coa($)- 1: £ conty

Now

san($) ~ Hin (0/2

a0, by substitution,

sin (3) : Petnr coz

and, therefore,

Range = 2 vinni[Basazeenz|

(23)

(a4)

(15)

(26)

(17)

2)
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TABLE I

VARIABLES FOR REENTRY CONTROL

 

INITIAL TARGET VECTOR

UNIT NORTH

VELOCITY VECTOR

POSITION VECTOR

VECTOR EAST AT INITIAL TARGET

NORMAL 10 Fre axD Ue,

EARTH RATE VECTOR

TARGET VECTOR

UNIT NORMAL TO TRAJECTORY PLANS

INTSGRATED ACCELERATION VECTOR

GRAVITY VECTOR
INITIAL DRAG FOR UPCONTRL
TERM IN GAMMAL COMPUTATION

CONST FOR UPCONTRL

KEPLER RANOE
FINAL PRASE RANGE
UPRANOR
GAMMA CORRECTION
RANGE DOWN TO PULL-UP
PREDICTED RANGE = ASKEP+ASP1+ASPUP+AS?5+ARPDWN
COSINE (GAMMAL)
TOTAL ACCELERATION
COWIROLLED CONST DRAG
TERM IN GAMMAL COMPUTATION
TNOPNG-ASP

|

(RAMON DEFFanaece)
PREVIOUS VALUE OF DIFF
REVIRSICE DRAG FOR DOWNOONIROL
REFREUE DRAG
vel -¥L 
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TABLE I (cont'd)

ECCENTRICITY

DRANGE/D DRAG (FINAL PHASE)
DRANGE/DRDOT (FINAL PHASE)
DRANGE/D(L/D) (FINAL PHASE)
CONST FOR UPCONIRL

CONST FOR UPCONTRL

USED IN UPCONIRE

FLIGHT PATH ANOLE AT VL

SIMPLE FORM OF GAMMAL
ACCELERATION LEVEL TO ROLL LIFT UP
INDICATOR FOR ROLL SWITCH

INDICATOR FOR ROLL SWITCH
LATERAL RANGE
EXCESS C.F. OVER GRAV = (V8Qe1) 08
DESIRED LIFT TO DRAG RATIO (VERTICAL PLANE)
PREDICTED RANOE (FINAL Puast)
MINIMUM DRAQ FOR UPCONTROL
ALITIVDE RATS
REFERENCE ADOT FOR UPCONTRE
REFERENCE ROOT FOR DOWNCONIRL
ROLL COMMAND

RANWIE 10 90 (FINAL PuasE)
SIN OF LATITUDE
Ti.

DESIRED RANGE (RADIANS)
DESIRED RANGE (2M)

VELOCITY MAGNITUDE

TRITIAL VELOCITY FOR UPOONIRL

PREVIOUS VALUR OF Vi



 

 

 

RELVELSW

HUNTIND

HIND

LATSW

GONEPAST

ak

TABLE I (cont'd)

VELOCITY CORRECTION FOR UPCONTRL

EXIT VELOCITY FOR UFCONTRL
VSAT OR V1, WHICHEVER IS SMALLER .
vi?/vear®
NORMALIZED VELOCITY SQUARED = ¥"/vgaT®
EARTH RATE X TIME
INTERMEDIATE VARIABLE USED IN Q LIMITER
LATERAL MISS LIMIT

INITIAL STATE
RELATIVE VELOCITY SWITCH BRANCH (1)
FINAL PHASE SwI'CM ' NON-BRANOH (0)
INITIAL PASS THRU HUNTEST NON-BRANCH (0)
INDICATES INTERATION IN HUNTSST NON-BRANCH (0)
NO LATERAL CONTROL WHEN ON NON-BRANCH (0)
INDICATES OVERSHOOT OF TAROET NON-BRANCH (0)



 

 

SYMBOL

ci

610

cle

016

01?

c18

c19

020

CHOOK

CHI

OMAX

KAFIX

KB3

KB,

Key

KC2

R03

K13P

KOMIN

RTETA

LATSIAS
L/DOMINR
LEWD
top
am

S
e
e
r 

TABLE 2

GUIDANCE GAINS AND CONSTANTS

Factor in ALP computation

Initial roll angle

Factor in ASPUP computation

Constant drag gain (on drag)
Constant drag gain (on RDOT)
Lead velocity for upcontrol start

Minimum constant drag

Minimum D for 1ift up

Factor in AHOOK computation
Factor in GAMMAL computation

Qelimit

Minioum drag for Mift-up if dom

Up control gain, optimised

Up control gain, optimised

Factor in V1 computation

Factor in AO computation

Factor in ASFDWD computation

Lateral ewitoh gain

Factor in L/D computation for final phase
Tnorement to Q7 to end Kepler

time of flight calouletion gain

Max L/D

Lateral evitch bias tern
LAD 008 (15°)
Up sontrol L/D
Final phase L/D

Acceptable tolerance to atop range heration
Pinal phase range (=23500 93)
Pinal phase an/ay
Final phase initial veloaity

Pinel phase an/a ROOT



 

06

QT

9

VCORLIM

VRCONTRL

YMIN

VLMIN

VQUIT

DOMAX

OMIN

LYD

HDOTIND

 

TABLE 2 (cont'd)

Final phase initial RDOT

Minimum drag for up control

KTETA

Limit value of VCORR

Minimum RDOT to close loop

Velocity to switch to relative velocity

Minimum VL

Velocity to stop steering

Max drag for constant drag phase

drag value for initialise Kepler

L/D for computing total accel,

ROOT correction switch

26
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5

ib

E
R

S

E
E
R
E

r
N

Ww
F
M

A
SS

@
o
O

1080

10101

bos

35951

23090

23500

B
e
e
a
k
e
g
e

 

28.1

6.4

6.4

tR/DRDOT

2.021

-7.569

-7.559

2.7

3.9

22.1

46.3

Tk

9.9

170.9

210.3

266.8

34423

504.8

643.0

643.0

pr/pL/D
¥F3
ou]

1

1

6.44 x 2

10.91 x 2

21.64 x 2

48.35 x2

93.72 x 2

V1.1 x2

329.4

465.5

682.7

980.5

1385

1508

1508

L
z
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NAVIGATION

{ \

INITIALIZE REENTRY

| TARGETING

MODE
SELECTOR

{ { I !
t INITIAL BALLISTIC. FINALROLL HUNTEST UPCONTROL PHASE PHASE

| I I
| CONSTANTDRAG "G LIMITER®

{
LATERAL LOGIC

OUT WITH
ROLL COMMAND

MACON PLANTING & ANALYEIO BTHOION
scs WMOSION AMALYENS BRNO

   Pret te,
Bete —2RLNE ee

FIGURE 1,- REENTRY STEERING



 

feces meaner

 

REAO AND CLEAR PIPAS
SAVE VEL INCREMENT

AS GELV
 

 

tema + ar Gs Baty
R=R+AT TEM
 

 

R = ABVAL (DD.
SL «© UNIT ® ° 02    
 

 
§- . “t a +3(F)tas su2nunit42s (

Fv :7|

 
 

   
verte +BYmt sorb

   

FIGURE 2,- RAVIGA TION o¥ COMPUTATION, :. }



 

OTE = OZx RTO
UTR = RTExO2

THETA = COS! UNIT (Ry: UNIT (RTO)   

 

 
K2ROLL =~ UNIT (ATINT)- UNIT VXUNIT (RD

  

  
MAKECHOICE OF INITIAL
LIFT VECTOR UP OR COWN   

 

@0 TO SELECTOR

 
FIQURE 5, INITIALIZATION BABA.NOO.PUB
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   I$ RELVELSW ZERO?

 

v= AgVAL
¥8Q=V°/ VSAT
LEQ = (V5Q-1) 6S

oN ‘ IN ie GurrUAL @ UNI .
0 = ABVAL oor   

 
(snewveisw ZERO}Noaagefue wrewr |
 

YES

(tS €osw zero?
 

 

  

 

WT = WIKTETA THETA + 7)
 

 

RELVELOWs 1

 

  
 

wre» Qi)    
 

    
 THETA = COs" sunt ty
uit sare Gra (cos wren + Ate om we
LATANG © Om

  

FIGURE 4,- TARCR TING
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IS 0- ,05G POS?

YES NO

 

 

  
 

   
1S DeKA Pos) GO To 310

NOYES

  
 

 
L/D = LAD GO TO 310

( 1S ROOT + VRCONTRL NEG?

GOTO 310] |SELECTOR @ HUNTEST

!
G0 TO MODE
SELECTOR

   
 

 
 

  

 

 
 

    
 

 

  
 

FIGURE 8,- INITIAL ROLL
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AAG
iv" / (2H§ LAD!

   

 

HUNTIND © 3
OIFFOLD =¢
VIOLO = ¥1+C18

(5 A0-629 MEG ?
e wo“

  
 

   

QT =QrF 2
ALP = 246 HS / (LEWD V1")
FACT 1 Vit-ALP)
FACT 2 © ALP CALP -2) /AD
VL= FACTI [1-SQRT (FAGT2 Q7 + ALPI),   

 

SELECTOR = PREDICT 3
i ecsw=1

  
 

SELECTOR = CONSTO.   
OVL = VS1-VL ?
DHOOK= [(1-VS1/FACTL” ALP] /FACT2
ANGOK = CHOOK (DHOOK/Q7-1)/04
GAMMALL = LEWD (V2-VUAVrl
GAMMAL = GAMMAL] - CHGS OVL® .- AHGDK pvt)

 

MODE SELECTOR

   

 

  

yes wo

co toWoW

aeA

eccerovoocvin

||

itisLEWD ~(SAHOOK OVL“+20VL) [CHIGS/DROOK ¥ PREDICTION
gycfasuract-atry SFACT2

 

aaa.POD
GO TO RANGE PREDICTION tatnanete   au

32/13/88 i. mutFIGURE 6,- KUNTEST ™

  
 



 

   

    VBARS = vasa
OSG = 1 -GAMMAL

 
 

 

   
   
 
  
  

 

 
 

     

   

      

    
    

 

  

.Eve SaRY Tht BANG - 2cosa? vaaksy

asker = sar guhvaan GOSGGAMMAL/E) . BALLISTIC RANGE
+O FIWAL PHASE RANGE

Arp 7aWsLoe cAovL?07 v220 UPPHASE RANGE
ASP) = QSIQ5-GAMMAL) x 23,500 GMM CORREVTION
ASPOWH © <RDOT V ATKAAD LAD RED TO PULLOUTASP = ASKEP ~ ASP+ ASPLP + ase + ASPOaITOTAL RANGEO1FF__» THETNM -ASP

1S ABS (DIFFL -25 WEG
ves

15 HINO = ZERO?

SELECTOR = UPCONTROL 1S DIFF NEG?
no YES

VCORR =V1-VIOLD |[OIFFOLO = DIFWIOLD = VL
G6 70 CONSTD

Wk =_YCORR DIFF
VCORR OFFOLD -biFF}

| 1S VCORR -1000 POS?

1S VSAT-VL -VCORR NEG?

!
NVL =V1 + VCORR

HINO = 1
OIFFOLD = DIFF   

 

ASA-M8C-FOD |
MMESION CLAN &AMALYB Dron

FIGURE 7.~ RANGE PREDICTION AKON At=ae

  



 

 

[

vo= -LEQ/D0 + C16 (D-D0)- C17 (RDOT + 2HS DOW) 

  
IFL/D - LAD POS

 

   

 

YES

 

L/D = LAD
  
 

 

IS L/D NEG, AND D-C20 POs?

YES

LATSW=
L/D=0

  
 

  
 

 
 

GO TO 310
  
 

FIGURE 8,- CONSTANT DRAG

NASA-MSC. FOB |
MISSION PLANNING & ANALYSIS DIVISIONMISSION ANALYGIS BRANCH
Piet No,i655
Date203/65

  



 

 

 

tS V-V1 POS?
v

YES NO

ROTR = (LAO/KCL) (V-V) 5
OR = AO - KC2 ROTREAZHS LAD) -VL-613 NE! ‘
L/D = LAD + C16 (D-DR) NO YES

*  <617 (FOOT - ROTR)
      

   

SELECTOR = PREDICTS
1S 0-Q7 POs? )JEGSW=1

GO TO PREDICT 3
No. YES

GOTO 310 SELECTOR . |(“1s a0-D NEGLsoroste settcror-]( is neo?)
t NO. t YES

GO TO MODE ; L/D = LAD
SELECTOR [80 To 310

VREF = FACTIEL-SQRT (FACT2 0 + ALP))

 
 

 

 

 

    
 

  
     
    
  

YES No
ROOTRER = LEWD (VL-VREFY. ook (VSI -VREP)

2 7 J
~CHI GS (VS1-VREF} [ OHOOK VREF   

 

 
 

FACTOR = (0-7) / (A0-Q7)  
 

fio = LEWD ~ KB2 FACTOR [KB1 FACTOR (RDOT-RDOTREF) +V-VREF]
 

iF L/D ~LAD POS

   

 

NO

 

 

GO TO NEGTEST

WABA - MSC - ROD
MISSION PLANNING & ANALYBI® DIVISION
MIBSION ANALYSIS BRANCH

FIGURE 9,- UPCONTROL Piet Mo,J5.0%
Date 12/13/65. G. Bunt   



 (S 0-(Q7 + KDMIN) POS?

 

YES NO

 
 ECSW=1 ATTITUDE
SELECTOR = PREDICT 3 (2eR9 SIDESLIP AND ANGLE OF

ATTACK NEAR ITS TRIM VALUE)  
 

  
  

 

i GO TO SEQUENCER
  
 

OUT TO CDU WITH
ROLL, PITCH, AND
YAW COMMANDS

. FIGURE 10.- KEPLER 
NASA -MSC.FOD
MISSION PLANNING & ANALYSIS DIV!MISSION ANALYSIS BRANCH son
Plot No, 6
OweRG ea  



 

 
 

 

 

 
(is GONEPAST zeR0?) 60 T0310

Y NO
 
 

  
[ 1S (URT?R)-TNi Pos?

YES NO ,

GONEPAST = 1

  
 

 
 

L/O = -LA0
GO TO GLIMITER

BON=1, 2,3,

IF VREF (M) -V POS:

YES 1 NO

GRAD = (V-VREF (Mi)/ (VREF (M) - VREF(M-1))
Fl = FA(M-1) + GRAD (FA(M) - FAIM-1))
F2 = FRDT(M-1) + GRAD FRDT(M) -FROTIM-2))
ROTRF = RDTR(M-1) + GRAD(RDTRIM) - RDTR(M-1))
OREFR = AREF(M-1) + GRAD (AREF(M) - AREF(M-1))
PREDANG1 = RTOGG(M-) + GRAD (RTOGO(M) ~ RTOGOIM-13)}P = PP(M-1) + GRAD (PP(M) -PP(M-1))
PREDANG F2 (D-DREF R)
PREDANG F2 (RDOT -ROTRF) + Q8 F2 (ROOT -ROTRE}ZPREDANGL = PREDANG 1 + PREDANG2 + PREDANG 3
X= (THETA ATK -PREDANGL) /P

  
  

  
 

  
  
 

   

  
 

 

   

 

L/D = LOO + K13P00

(F L/D -LAD POS

NO YES  
 

G LIMIT feet L/D = LAD
    
 

NASA - MEG -FOD

MISSION PLANNING @ ANALYRS DIVISION
MISSION ANALYSIS BRANCH

«> PREDICT 3 Piet ie,FIGURE 11,- PI me hh
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GO To 310 < I$ GMAX-0 pos?)

NO YES
  
 

 
 

1/0 = LAD
GO TO 310

  
  
 | X = SQRT (2HS (GMAX-D) (LEQ/GMAX + LAD) + (2HS eMaxi2)}

IS RDOT + X POS?

YES NO

GO TO 310

| L/D = 0.2(-X- RDOT)/D - LEQ/D

| (F L/D + LAD Pos

NO

L/D = LAD

    
   

 

  
   

 
 

| GO T0310 |
«

NASA -MSC-FOD
MISSION PLANNING & ANALYSIS DIVISIONMISSION ANALYSIS BRANCH

£ Plot Me, 15.6FIGURE 12,- G LIMITER Date 22/13/65 @. Hunt 
 



cor ageless te

  
I$ GONEPAST ZERO?

   

NO

Ym KLAT VSQ + LATBIAS

 

   

 

  

1S ABS (L/D)-L/DCMINR NEG?

NO

1S K2ROLL LATANG POS?

0 ves

L/D = 1/DCMINR SGNIL/O) ve v/2

US K2ROLL LATANG - Y POS,
AND LATSW ZERO?

NO.

LIGHT SWITHCHLIGHT

15 L/D NEG?

YES } NO

KIROLL = KIROLE
-K2ROLL

[ ROLLE = K2ROLL cos~(L/p/Lap) +2 TKIROLL

VES

   

    
   

  

  

 

 

        
 

 

OUT TO COU WITH ROLL COMMAND

aba<a -FOD
MISSION PLANNING 4 ANALYSIO brMISSION ANALYSIS. BRANCH VISION
Put Ne, 12.4!

Cate12/1
FIGURE 13.- LATERAL CONTROL
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